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Introduction

Caffeine is the most widely used psychoactive substance,

and caffeinated beverages enjoy immense popularity

around the world. Temporal abstinence from caffeine in

habitual users results in the well-characterized withdrawal

syndrome, consisting mainly of headache, fatigue, tired-

ness and decreased alertness.

The formal diagnostic criteria for caffeine-withdrawal

headache (CWH) were given in the International Classifi-

cation of Headache Disorders, 2nd edition (ICHD-II).

According to these criteria, the headache is bilateral and/or

pulsating, occurs when intake is interrupted or delayed in

person with caffeine consumption of C200 g/day for

[2 weeks, develops within 24 h after last caffeine intake

and is relieved within 1 h by 100 mg of caffeine. The

obligatory criterion, as for the other secondary headaches,

is the improvement or resolution of headache after relief

from the causative disorder, e.g. that this headache resolves

within 7 days after total caffeine withdrawal. There is a

comment on the possibility of this syndrome in patients on

dialysis who consume large quantities of caffeine [1, 2].

We report a case of patient on hemodialysis (HD) with

CWH. To our best knowledge, there is no published case

report on that subject in medical literature.

Case description

A 59-year-old woman with uremia, due to chronic

nephrotic syndrome, has been on regular HD for the last

10 years. She underwent bicarbonate dialysis three times

weekly with hemophane membranes.

Her main complaint was headache during the dialysis

treatment. The headache typically occurred after 2 h of

therapy, starting with moderate intensity and progressively

becoming severe. The maximal intensity of her discomfort

was 8 by the verbal analogous scale (0–10). She described

her pain as dull, beginning in frontal parts, slowly spreading

to occipital regions and then becoming diffuse. There was

no associated nausea, photophobia or phonophobia, but she

reported tiredness and mild aggravation of symptoms by

physical activity. The most distinctive feature of her head-

ache was prompt relief, obtained within 15 min, by drinking

a cup of strong black coffee from her coffee-pot she never

missed to bring with. Rarely, if the headache persisted, she

had to use combined analgesics containing caffeine.

General examination was unremarkable. Other than

mild distal sensory loss for all modalities, more pro-

nounced in the lower extremities, her neurological exami-

nation was normal. Computed tomography of the head and

an electroencephalogram revealed no abnormalities.

Cerebral blood flow (CBF) velocities in middle cerebral

artery measured by non-invasive transcranial Doppler

(TCD) revealed normal values of 51 cm/s on the right and
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48 cm/s on the left side in the beginning of HD, and 55 cm/

s on the right and 45 cm/s on the left side at the end of

treatment. Vasomotor reactivity measured by breath hold-

ing test was preserved in the first and fourth hours of HD.

Her personal medical record was unremarkable, apart

from a history of migraine without aura since teenage

years. Ten years ago, when the HD had started the migraine

attacks disappeared. She is a non-smoker and consumes

four to six cups of boiled black coffee daily from her youth

(around 300–450 mg of caffeine). Her son has frequent

migraine attacks and a history of habitual coffee con-

sumption as well.

Discussion

Headache is the most common encountered neurological

symptom during HD with the reported frequencies in var-

ious studies from 27.6 to 70% [3, 4]. The differential

diagnosis of headache disorders in patients on HD is

challenging and many underlying mechanisms have been

proposed [5]. The main diagnostic consideration in our

patient is the dialysis-related headache. This form of

headache is attributed to disorder of homeostasis and is

defined as the headache that starts during HD, resolves

within 72 h after each HD session, ceases after successful

transplantation, and develops during at least half of HD

sessions [1]. A recent prospective study of more than 300

patients undergoing chronic HD reported low incidence of

the dialysis-related headache (6.6%) [6].

The next possibility is the recurrent exacerbation of

previously existing migrainous headache or developing of

episodic tension-type headache triggered by the dialysis

treatment. Periodic, unvarying headache induced by HD,

personal history of prolific using of black coffee and prompt

relief obtained upon the ingestion of caffeine, however,

strongly suggested the genuine CWH in our patient.

The elimination of caffeine from the body is fast and

dose-dependent with a typical plasma half-life of 2, 5–4 h

[7]. However, the rapid onset of headache provoked by HD

in our patient implies significantly faster caffeine elimi-

nation that could be explained by rapid removal of caffeine

by dialysis. It has been demonstrated that caffeine reduces

CBF in normal individuals and in patients recovering from

an acute ischemic stroke [8]. In our patient, the measured

blood flow velocities using TCD were within normal range

at the beginning and in the end of dialysis session,

implying that there was no change in CBF during her

dialysis treatment. Measurements were performed bilater-

ally on middle cerebral artery only, so we have no data

about blood flow velocities in the vertebrobasilar circula-

tion which supply caudal trigeminal nuclei. However, the

normal response on breath holding tests suggests the

preserved vasomotor reactivity thus diminishing the pos-

sibility of cerebral circulation redistribution via collaterals

during her HD.

In the comprehensive review of caffeine-withdrawal

symptoms Juliano and Griffiths summarized 66 studies of

which 42 were double-blind experiments. They found that

the quality and frequency of headache heavily depended

on caffeine maintenance dose and duration of caffeine

dosing. In some of these studies, the relevant clinical

characteristics of CWH have been described as being

gradual in development, diffuse, throbbing, severe, inten-

sified with exercise and distinct from migraine headache

[9]. On the other hand, some authors stated that CWH is

mostly mild, bilateral, and with no associated nausea,

photophobia or sensation of throbbing [10], which is in

accordance with the description of headache obtained from

our patient.

Interestingly, the son of our patient has the similar

withdrawal headache upon abrupt cessation of habitual

coffee usage. This genetic propensity for caffeine-with-

drawal symptoms, with an estimated inheritance of 35%,

has already been reported [11]. Regardless of its rarity, it

should be prudent to consider the possibility of CWH in the

uremic patient who regularly consumes large quantities of

coffee and suffers from typical headache during each

dialysis session.
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